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What is Gamification?
Gamification is

the application of

game-design

elements and

game principles

in non-game

contexts

The game can be

digital, so in the

form of an

application, or non-

digital, when used

during classes and

included into

curriculum

programmes

The main goals of

gamification are to

enhance certain

abilities, introduce

objectives that give

learning a purpose,

engage students,

optimise learning,

support behaviour

change, and

socialise 

Gamification tends

to appeal to the

following needs:
 Rewards
 Progress
 Competition
 Recognition and

status.
 Altruism
 Fun

In 2002 the term gamifcation was offcially
coined, but prior to that experts vary on how
much the concept was applied to engagement

strategies

What is Gamification?What is Gamification?



  

Game & Gamification

Gamification is not quite

creating a game but

transferring some of the

positive characteristics of a

game to something that is not a

game, thus, gami-“fy”-ing

Those positive characteristics

of a game are often loosely

described as “fun,” and they

have the effect of engaging

game players in the activity

The fun in gameplay is

engineered by the four building

blocks, or defining

characteristics, of a game: goal,

rules, feedback system, and

voluntary participation

In gamification, these building

blocks more or less still appear

but in a less pronounced manner

Gamifcation has some similarity to games, but they are not
exactly the same..



  

Gamification Vs GBL



  

IMPORTANCE OF

GAMIFICATION IN EDUCATION



  

Suggested mapping of class designs and gamification mechanics that
could enhance positive experience and motivation in gamified

education



  

1.
Makes

learning fun
and

interactive

2.
Creates an

addiction to
learning

3.
Gives learners the
opportunity to see

real-world
applications

Benefits of Gamification in
Learning



  

Benefits of Gamification in
Learning

4.
Offers real-

time
feedback

5.
Gamifcation

enhances
the learning
experience

6.
Directly

improves
Cognitive

Development
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a) When used incorrectly,

gamifcation in the

classroom can make

students motivated by

rewards and disinterested

in the learning process

Great leaders move

us and inspire us to

do our best work

The best way to

become a great

leader is train

yourself to become

better and better

every day

Avoiding Common Pitfalls of
Gamification in Education

b)To avoid this, it’s important

to understand the

difference between

intrinsic and extrinsic

motivation

c) Intrinsic motivation

happens when students

enjoy learning for its own

rewards

d)Extrinsic motivation, on the

other hand, occurs when

students are motivated by

external rewards or

punishments.

✗The positive effects of gamification occur more when teachers

prioritise intrinsic motivation as they plan learning activities



  

5 Gamification Strategies

Instead of class

worksheets, assign

students “quests”

to learn about a

new subject or

complete a project

Use team-building

games like

Jeopardy to study

as a class before a

test

Instead of class

parties or treats,

have students earn

points towards a

class field trip by

behaving and

doing their

assignments.

Pair subjects that

a student struggles

with or dislikes

with fun books or

activities to

encourage

motivation

Talk with them

together or

individually about

what motivates

them as a student

and incorporate it

into the student

engagement

strategies

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
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